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Basics

 Defining eligible services

 Synchronizing CBRS

 Importing CBRS bills

 Manual Audit

 Systematic Audit rules

 Creating a batch

 Adding / removing claims from batches

 Submitting Claims to Service Bureau
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New menu

 New top menu labeled CPSE Portal

 Contains all the links previously 
under Maintenance->CPSEeXchange
as well as the links from eBilling
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Eligible Services

 Navigate to Medicaid->Define 
Eligible Services

 Indicate which services your County 
will bill Medicaid
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Indicating Prescription Required

 Navigate to Maintenance->Service Types

 Mark which services require a prescription / 
recommendation
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Synchronizing CBRS

 CBRS = Center Based Related Services – the services included on an IEP and 
provided as part of a CB tuition program for a child

 Can be entered and viewed in Preschool from the County CB enrollment 
screen

 Most Counties will choose to enter these and upload them to CPSE Portal

 Some Counties will choose to have the providers enter them in CPSE Portal.  
This saves labor, but relies on the provider.

 Counties that have providers enter the information in CPSE Portal must 
synchronize those records with their Preschool data
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Synchronizing CBRS

 Select the CPSE Portal->Synchronize CBRS 
enrollments

 Heed the warning if it pops up
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Synchronizing CBRS

 Select a Session and click retrieve

 This may take time.

 The process gathers all CBRS 
records entered by providers in 
CPSE Portal, downloads them to 
Preschool and does an analysis and 
sorts them into categories.

 Each tab on the screen has a grid 
that shows the list of enrollments 
for that category
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Synchronize CBRS tabs

Tab Description

New A brand new enrollment to add to Preschool.  These 
can be added to Preschool without any issue.

Changes An enrollment that exists in Preschool, but has some 
changed since the last synchronization. These are 
not likely to be Preschool an issue.

Move to New CB Enrollment The CBRS enrollment has been moved to a different 
CB enrollment for that child.  These need to be 
reviewed.

Change RS Type The service type changed.  These need to be 
reviewed.

Errors Problems with synchronizing. These need to be 
reviewed.
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Synchronizing CBRS

 For each tab (except Errors), select 
the rows that you wish to either add 
or update in Preschool (or select all)

 Click the button to add or update.
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Import Process CBRS bills

 Up until now, some Counties using CPSE Portal have been focused on paying 
bills, not claiming Medicaid.

 When importing Fee for Service RS & SEIT bills, the individual dates of 
service, along with any diagnosis, procedures, notes, etc. all get imported.  If 
that service is Medicaid billable, that entry can be billed to Medicaid after it 
is imported.

 In order to bill Medicaid for the CBRS entries recorded in CPSE Portal, those 
services and attendance need to be loaded into Preschool.  This is done by 
processing a CBRS voucher.

 Processing a CBRS voucher is virtually identical to processing a fee for service 
RS voucher, however, the voucher total is $0.
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Download Voucher

 Either use the All New tab, or 
search by provider

 When Searching, you can specify 
just CBRS

 Select the vouchers to download 
and click the Download Selected 
Vouchers
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Manual Audit

 In Preschool you can generate a list of sessions for Medicaid 
children

 The list can be exported to Excel for manual review

 The list includes 

 Child Name

 Service Date

 RS Type

 Frequency

 Duration

 CPT Code

 # children in group

 Session Notes,

 Etc.
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Manual Audit

 Any rows from the spreadsheet that you manually review and determine to 
not be OK to bill Medicaid, can be manually marked as do not bill Medicaid.

 This will be covered later.
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Systematic Audits

 Preschool has the ability to verify and validate lots of 
information automatically

 The County can choose which audits it would like the 
system to enforce

 To maintain this list, navigate to Medicaid->Service 
Bureau Claiming->Audit Rules
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Audit Rules

 This is the list of 
current rules

 More may get 
added over time

 To choose to use 
this rule, click 
the “Enforce” 
check box
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Medicaid Batches

 Claims are submitted to the MSB in batches

 The process is

 Create a batch

 Add claims to batch

 Submit batch to MSB

 A County can choose to work on multiple batches at a time
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Creating a batch

 Navigate to Medicaid->Service Bureau 
Claiming->Claim Batch Listing

 Screen will list all Batches

 You can filter by status and cycle

 To create a batch click the Create New 
Batch button
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Create Batch Criteria

 To Create a batch, enter the criteria for a batch and click Create New Batch

 Choosing Automatically Add Claims, will add any claims that pass the audit to 
the batch

 Upon batch creation, the batch details screen will display the batch
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Claim Batch Details

 Claims are sorted into 4 categories and displayed on 4 separate tabs

 Each grid can be exported to Excel
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Claim Batch Details - tabs

Tab Description

Claims in Batch Claims that have already been added to the current 
batch

Claims that can be Added Claims that meet the batch criteria (dates and types) 
and pass all the audits

Additional Claims with Warnings Claims that meet the batch criteria (dates and types) 
however they did not pass an audit that are of type 
“WARNING”

Additional Claims with Problems Claims that meet the batch criteria (dates and types) 
however they did not pass one or more audits that 
are of type “FAILURE”
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Columns in grids
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Adding claims to a batch

 You can add claims to the batch from either 
the Claims That Can be Added tab or 
Additional Claims with Warnings

 To add claims, select the rows, right-click 
and select Add Claim(s) to current batch
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Removing claims from the batch

 From the Claims in Batch tab you can 
remove any claims from the batch.

 To do this, select the rows to remove, 
right-click and select the Remove 
Claim(s) from the current batch
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Marking claims as never claim

 Some issues with claims can be resolved.  
Example, a missing script can be entered.

 Others cannot, such as script was signed after 
date of service.

 You may choose to mark a claim as being never 
able to claim Medicaid, in order to stop claim 
from appearing

 Right click on any of the grids and select Mark 
Claims as cannot ever claim 

 Select the reason from the popup
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List of Do Not Bill reasons

 Navigate the top menu to 
Medicaid->Service Bureau 
Claiming->Do Not Bill Medicaid 
Reasons

 Type in the blank last row to 
add reasons
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Viewing claim details and audit issues

 Double click on a row in the grid to show the details for that claim
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Edit existing batch

 Navigate to Medicaid->Service Bureau 
Claiming->Claim Batch Listing

 Screen will list all Batches

 Double click the row to Edit the Batch
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Submitting a Batch

 Navigate to Medicaid->Service Bureau 
Claiming->Claim Batch Listing

 Screen will list all Batches

 Select the batch to submit and click 
the Submit Batch to MSB button
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Questions
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